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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
"The eye is easily frightened." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

PURPLE
ROSE

When Cinderella wanted to
go to the Ball, her fairy
godmother fast-tracked all
the formalities and her
gown materialized with
glass slippers in tow.
Roselyn
Asai’s
fairy
godmother was probably
on long service leave at
this time, so the Year 12
graduate was thrown back
on her own resources to
prepare for the end of
year swashbuckle affair at
the Cairns Convention
Centre.
Roselyn chose the colour
purple to shantung to
create a formal modified
straight gown in which she
added some features and
embellishments to suit her
tastes.
She obviously
loves the colour and
combined other decorative
details to complement the
gown. The strapped dress
featured a beaded bow at
the back, a corsage over
the heart and a hand
bouquet
with
the
distinctive purple ruffle.
Her silver shoes matched the beads, necklace and bow.
Roselyn is the very first student from Djarragun to cut and
assemble the components with added embellishments.
Roselyn was very proud of her apparel and is now confident
enough to come back to complete her course in Clothing
Production. Roselyn took around six lessons to create her
masterpiece. She is highly motivated now to continue this
path as a career choice.

RECYCLING

Over the past few months, the 3R team has been working on a
project to introduce Recycling to the school. We 're asking for
your help to make it successful. Here are some details...
WHO : The 3R reps are finding ways to Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle waste products.
WHAT: We are asking you to help us recycle paper and plastic
bottles.
WHY: To help our environment and to keep the school clean and
tidy. Recycling is also a way to help our school save money by
reducing the need to buy new products.
WHERE: There will be blue and yellow bins delivered to each
senior and middle school classroom. The yellow bin is for paper
(Including newspapers, magazines and cardboard) and the blue
bin is for plastic bottles.
WHEN : COMING SOON!!
HOW : We would like teachers to nominate a king or queen each
week to ensure bins are used correctly and emptied in to the new
recycling area.
The council will empty the large bins fortnightly from the
recycling area.
Please note that there is a large blue cage behind the dining room.
This is not part of our project this is only for cardboard boxes.
Interesting Facts about recycling:Approximately 88% of the energy is saved by producing
plastic from plastic as opposed to plastic from the raw
materials of oil and gas
15 billion sheets of paper are used annually for personal
computers
We thank the following students for all their hard work :Jasmine Raymond; Ralph Daniels; Justice Beard;
Mariella Baker; Marsha Matthew; Tikisha Ware;
Naomi Webster
Thanks for your support. Kind regards, The 3R Team.

